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Abstract Architecture Analysis & Design Language
(AADL) has been increasingly adopted in the design of em-
bedded systems, and corresponding scheduling and formal
verification have been well studied. However, little work
takes code distribution and co-simulation into account, par-
ticularly considering clock constraints, for distributed multi-
processor systems. In this paper, we present our approach
to handle the previous concerns, together with the asso-
ciated tool chain, AADL-Polychrony-SynDEx. First, in
order to avoid semantics ambiguities of AADL, the poly-
chronous/multiclock semantics of AADL, based on a poly-
chronous model of computation, is considered. Clock synthe-
sis is then carried out in Polychrony, which bridges the gap
between the polychronous semantics and the synchronous se-
mantics of SynDEx. The same timing semantics is always
preserved in order to ensure the correctness of the transfor-
mations between different formalism. Code distribution and
corresponding scheduling is carried out on the obtained Syn-
DEx model in the last step, which enables the exploration of
architectures originally specified in AADL. Our contribution
provides a fast yet efficient architecture exploration approach
for the design of distributed real-time and embedded systems.
An avionic case study is used here to illustrate our approach.
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1 Introduction

Architecture Analysis & Design Language (AADL) [1] is
gradually adopted for high-level system co-modeling in em-
bedded systems due to issues of system complexity, time to
market, validation, etc. It permits the fast yet expressive
modeling of a system. Early-phase analysis and validation
can be therefore rapidly performed [2–8]. AADL provides a
fast design entry, however, there are still some critical chal-
lenges, such as unambiguous semantics, architecture explo-
ration, code distribution, timing analysis, and co-simulation.
To address these issues, expressive formal models and com-
plete tool chains are required.

In this paper, our approach to address previous issues
is presented, including the formal timing modeling, tim-
ing analysis, clock synthesis, architecture exploration and
the associated toolchain AADL-Polychrony-SynDEx. First,
two polychronous/synchronous languages [9], i.e., Poly-
chrony/Signal [10] and SynDEx [11], are adopted to provide
support for formal timing modeling based on a polychronous
Model of Computation (MoC). We review the multiclock tim-
ing semantics of AADL, derived from AADL software and
execution platform components. These components gener-
ally have the multiclock nature, in consequence they are mod-
eled with our polychronous MoC. In this way, users are not
suffered to find and/or build the fastest clock in the system,
which distinguishes from [12], [3], [11], [13]. According
to this principle, AADL models are transformed into Signal
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models. To bridge the gap between the polychronous seman-
tics of Signal and synchronous semantics of SynDEx, clock
synthesis in Polychrony [14], the design environment dedi-
cated to Signal, is applied. The translation from Signal to
SynDEx is integrated in Polychrony. Finally, SynDEx mod-
els are used to perform distribution, scheduling, and architec-
ture exploration.

The main advantages of our approach is: 1) a formal model
is adopted to connect the three languages, and it helps to pre-
serve the semantics coherence and correct code generation in
the transformations; 2) the formal model and methods used
in the transformation are transparent to AADL practitioners,
and it is fast and efficient to have the illustrative results for
architecture exploration; 3) it provides the possibility for one
of the three languages to take advantage of the functionalities
provided by the other two languages.

A tool chain has been developed, which includes model
transformations between the three languages, considering
both semantics and syntactic aspects. A tutorial avionic
case study is used in this paper to show the effectiveness of
our contribution. This compact yet typical and general case
study has been developed in the framework of the CESAR
project [15].

Outline. Section 2 briefly introduces the three languages:
AADL, Polychrony/Signal, SynDEx. Section 3 presents our
main contribution: the timing modeling, translations between
different formalism, clock synthesis, architecture exploration,
and exemplifying the whole work with a case study. Some
related works are summarized in Section 4, and conclusion is
drawn in Section 5.

2 Background

Signal and Polychrony

Synchronous languages are dedicated to the trusted design of
synchronous reactive embedded systems [9]. Among these
languages, the Signal language stands out as it enables to de-
scribe systems with multiclock relations [10], and to support
refinement [16].

Signal handles unbounded series of values in the domain
Dx, where x = (xt)t∈N, called signals, implicitly indexed by
discrete time. At any instant, a signal is either present and
holds a value v in Dx; or absent and holds an extra value. The
set of instants when a signal x is present represents its clock.
In other words, Signal is based on a synchronized dataflow
model, called polychronous MoC. Two signals are said to be
synchronous if they are both present (or both absent) at the

same instants (they have the same clock). In comparison, a
polychronous system is composed of a set of equations on
signals, which are not necessary synchronous.

The abstract representation of a Signal program is a Data
Control Graph (DCG), composed of a clock hierarchy and a
conditioned precedence graph. Clocks, which represent pro-
gram controls, are structured in a hierarchy in the form of a
forest (set of clock trees). In a hierarchy, child clocks are al-
ways included in the parent clock (decided by the inclusion
relation of their instants).

Signal is associated with the Polychrony design environ-
ment [14], which provides a formal framework for back-end
semantic-preserving transformation, scheduling, code gener-
ation, formal analysis and verification, architecture exploita-
tion, and distribution [17]. However, Signal is less expres-
sive in the specification of execution platform and real-time
characteristics. This is the main reason why AADL is con-
nected as a front-end to express these information. The poly-
chronous semantics of Signal makes it more approximate
to AADL timing semantics than other pure synchronous or
asynchronous models.

AADL

As an architecture description language, based on a compo-
nent modeling approach, AADL describes the structure of
systems as an assembly of software components allocated on
execution platform components together with timing seman-
tics. The purpose of a model in AADL is to describe the
execution characteristics of the system.

In the following, an industrial case study of simplified
doors and slides control system (SDSCS) in the avionic
generic pilot application, proposed by Airbus in the frame
of CESAR project, is used to illustrate the basic components
of an AADL model. In this case study (in Figure 1), a typical
safety critical system takes charge of the management of pas-
senger doors. It includes different components modeling the
hardware and software, and allowing them to communicate
and to control the doors.

In the system door_manager, two subsystems door1 and
door2, are managed by two processes doors_process1 and
doors_process2 (in Figure 1). The processor CPIOM1 (resp.
CPIOM2) is responsible for scheduling and executing threads
in process doors_process1 (resp. doors_process2). The de-
vices, e.g., LGS, DPS, etc., interface with external environ-
ment of the system. All the communication between the de-
vices and processors is through the bus AFDX1.
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Fig. 1 An overview of the SDSCS case study in AADL

SynDEx

SynDEx [11] is a system level Computer-Aided Design
(CAD) software, based on the Algorithm Architecture Ade-
quation (AAA) methodology, for rapid prototyping and op-
timizing the implementation of real-time embedded applica-
tions on multicomponent architectures [18].

Algorithm Model. An algorithm graph is a conditioned
factorized dataflow graph repeated infinitely according to ev-
ery reaction of the application, according to the synchronous
model. A dataflow graph is a directed acyclic graph (DAG)
where vertices are application functions and edges are de-
pendences between functions, defining a partial order on the
operation execution. A conditioned vertex is a hierarchical
vertex which contains several sub-dataflow graphs. Accord-
ing to the value of its specific input, called condition, only one
of the possible sub-dataflow graphs will be executed during
the considered reaction. A factorized vertex is also a hier-
archical vertex which contains a repetition of N times of one
sub-dataflow graph. These specific vertices are the equivalent
in the dataflow model of If...Then...Else... and
For i= 1 to N Then... in the control flow model.

Architecture model. A multiprocessor target architecture
is modeled as a non-oriented hypergraph of operators, e.g.,
processors (graph vertices), connected through bidirectional
communication media, e.g., bus (non-oriented graph edges).
Each operator is a finite state machine (programmable, with
instruction and data memories), which executes sequentially
functions of the algorithm. Each communication medium ex-

ecutes sequentially communication functions.
Implementation model. Given a pair of algorithm and

architecture graphs, the algorithm graph is transformed ac-
cording to the architecture graph in order to obtain an imple-
mentation graph [19]. This transformation corresponds to the
allocation and a scheduling of the algorithm graph. The al-
location as well as the schedule is optimized through a mul-
tiprocessor real-time schedulability analysis and a resource
analysis.

Code generation. SynDEx also permits the generation
of dedicated distributed real-time executives with optional
real-time performance measurement. Dedicated executives,
which induce minimal overhead, are built from processor-
dependent executive kernels (provided for processors such as
PIC18F2680, ADSP21060 and i80386, and communication
media like TCP/IP, RS232, CAN).

3 From AADL to Signal and SynDEx

3.1 From AADL to Signal

An AADL model describes the architecture and execution
characteristics of an application system in terms of its con-
stituent software and execution platform components and
their interactions. Such characteristics depend on the hard-
ware executing the software, where the timing properties and
execution binding properties are associated. In this section,
we mainly handling timing and binding properties of AADL
components with regard to our polychronous MoC. Syntactic
aspects in the transformation are only briefly described. The
timing modeling of AADL applications in the framework of
Polychrony is based on these properties.

Modeling AADL components

Each AADL component and its interface, e.g., process,
thread, device, etc., is modeled as a Signal process and its
corresponding interface. Assembly of AADL components,
considering connections and binding, is represented by a
parallel composition of corresponding translated Signal pro-
cesses [10]. So this translation is considered as a n-to-n syn-
tactic translation.

Timing properties of components

AADL supports an input-compute-output model of commu-
nication and execution for threads and port-based commu-
nication (Figure 2). The inputs of a thread received from
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other components are frozen at a specified point, represented
by Input_Time property, by default the dispatch time, during
thread execution and made available to the thread for access.
From that point on, its content is not affected by the arrival
of new values for the remainder of the current execution until
an explicit request for input, e.g., the two new arrival val-
ues 2 and 3 (in Figure 2) will not be processed until the next
Input_Time. Similarly, the output is made available to other
components at time specified by Output_Time property, for
data ports by default at complete or deadline time depending
on the associated port connection communication type.

Fig. 2 A time model of the execution of a thread

The key idea for modeling the AADL computing latency
and communication delay in Signal is to keep the ideal view
of instantaneous computations and communications mov-
ing computing latency and communication delays to specific
memory processes, that introduces delay and well suited syn-
chronizations [6]. As a consequence, various properties result
in explicit synchronization signals.

The values of timing properties, e.g., Input_Time, Out-
put_Time, period, deadline, etc., are preserved in the prag-
mas of generated Signal programs with the list of the desig-
nations of objects with which they are associated.

Processor and its affine-scheduling

An AADL model is not complete and executable if the
processor-level scheduling is not resolved. A scheduler is
therefore expected to be integrated so that a complete model
is used for the following validation, distribution and simu-
lation. A scheduling based on affine clock systems [20] is
thus developed for each AADL processor. A particular case
of affine relations is affine sampling relation, expressed as
y = {d · t + φ | t ∈ x}, of a reference discrete time x (d, t, φ are
integers): y is a subsampling of positive phase φ and strictly
positive period d on x. Affine clock relations yield an expres-
sive calculus for the specification and the analysis of time-
triggered systems. The scheduling based on the affine clocks
can be easily and seamlessly connected to Polychrony for
formal analysis.

Binding

For a complete system specification, the application compo-
nent instances must be executed by the appropriate execution
platform components. The decisions and methods, related
to combine the components of a system to produce a physi-
cal system implementation, are collectively called binding in
AADL.

A process is bound to the processor specified by the
Actual_Processor_Binding property. Support for pro-
cess/threads execution may be embedded in the processor
hardware, or it may require software that implements proces-
sor functionality. Such software must be bound to a mem-
ory component that is accessible to the processor via the
Actual_Memory_ Binding property. The interactions among
these execution platform components are enabled through a
bus via the Actual_Connection_Binding property.

Binding properties are declared in the system implementa-
tion that contains in its containment hierarchy both the com-
ponents to be bound and the execution platform components
that are the target of the binding. These binding information
are kept in the generated Signal program by specific prag-
mas.

3.2 Timing analysis and clock synthesis

The previous translation from AADL to Signal concentrates
on the timing modeling of software architectures in AADL.
This modeling enables a formal timing analysis and clock
synthesis, based on the polychronous MoC.

Timing analysis

Timing analysis mainly refers to analysis of clock relations
based on clock hierarchy. DCG represents a program with
all dependences set. The following DCG levels are distin-
guished: 1) The DCGBasic level is the most general level. 2)
The DCGPoly level is the subtype of DCGBasic such that the
clock hierarchy in the DCG is the result of the clock calculus.
Specific clocks such as tick are created, but the clock hierar-
chy, in the general case, has several roots. 3) The DCGEndo
level is the subtype of DCGPoly such that the clock hierarchy
in the DCG is a tree (it is provided with a single root which is
tick). The program is endochronous. 4) The DCGBool level
is the subtype of DCGEndo such that all clock expressions
are Boolean extractions. Clocks are represented as Boolean
signals. 5) The DCGFlat level is the subtype of DCGBool
such that the clock hierarchy in the DCG is flat: only two
levels are kept and each Boolean clock signal is defined on
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the root clock tick.

Clock synthesis

In a clock tree with only one root, the simulation clock (the
fastest clock in the system) is based on the root clock (i.e., the
tick). In this case, the system is endochronous and it is pos-
sible to build the unique deterministic behavior in the code
generation. But if there is no common root for all the trees,
i.e., there is no fastest clock, the system is polychronous,
and non-deterministic concurrency is thus introduced. In an
AADL multi-processor specification, it is generally hard to
find the fastest clock, as each component may have its own
activation clock or frequency. Code generation considering
the deterministic behavior is therefore difficult, even impos-
sible. To tackle this issue, independent clocks, particularly
the root clocks in different trees, are required to be synchro-
nized. This synchronization, called endochronization, can be
performed in an ad-hoc way by the compiler, or in a specific
way in a manual manner. More details can be found in [17].
A more general clock synchronization method via controller
synthesis is also possible [21]. Endochronization leads to the
passage from the DCGPoly level to the DCGEndo level.

3.3 From Signal to SynDEx

Both SynDEx and Signal belong to the family of syn-
chronous/polychronous languages. However, there are still
several differences to consider in the translation. First, Sig-
nal is based on a polychronous model while SynDEx is
based on the synchronous model. Clock synthesis is there-
fore needed to handle multiclocked specifications before the
translation. Secondly, system representations of Signal and
SynDEx, based on graphs, can be at different abstraction lev-
els. Transformation between these levels is thus required so
that the translation is performed at the same level. Finally,
execution platform and real-time characteristics, preserved in
Signal pragmas, are translated into SynDEx. In this section,
we briefly present our contribution to resolve the previous is-
sues.

Appropriate translation level

Different levels are appropriate for different compiling tar-
gets. For example, code generation benefits from the clock
hierarchy based on the DCGBool representation; DCGFlat
representation is more close to the input format of some
provers, since the clock signals are always present. The ref-
erence level for the translation from Signal to SynDEx is

expected to be the DCGBool level, which enables the opti-
mized code generation. However, this would require Syn-
DEx to consider the clock hierarchy defined in the Signal
code generation. To avoid this problem, we have chosen the
DCGFlat instead of DCGBool level. The technical difficulty
of code generation from a non-flat hierarchy disappears at the
DCGFlat level where all clocks are set according to the mas-
ter clock.

Translation

Once and the translation level is chosen, it remains to define
the structure of the SynDEx code translated from a Signal
program. The correspondence between the two representa-
tions is defined in two aspects: 1) The first one is the clock
hierarchy, which plays the semantic role and serves as a struc-
tural backbone: each clock in the hierarchy is associated with
a SynDEx algorithm. This algorithm combines the calcula-
tions to be performed according to this clock, which is repre-
sented by a SynDEx condition. 2) The second one is related
to syntax: it consists of all the Signal processes that are pre-
served as structuring units (SynDEx algorithms, in this case)
in the generated SynDEx code. By default, Signal processes
are expanded during compiling: those that are kept should
be explicitly marked (via associated pragmas). In the current
state, they should be endochronous. Thus, using these pre-
sented units, it is possible to find, in SynDEx, the necessary
elements of syntactic structure, which allows one to associate
specific information: allocation constraints, temporal infor-
mation, etc.

By following these general principles, translating from
Signal to SynDEx is performed by applying a set of transfor-
mations on abstract graph models (unlike the model transfor-
mation from AADL to Signal in the framework of EMF [22]
in the previous section).

In the transformation of ASME2SSME, execution plat-
form, timing properties, and binding specified in AADL
are kept in the pragma part of Signal programs. In the trans-
lation from Signal to SynDEx, the information of execution
platform, related to processing and communication units, are
taken from the pragma and are translated into an architecture
graph in SynDEx. Timing properties, such as period, dead-
line, computation time, are taken from the pragmas and fi-
nally set to corresponding SynDEx nodes. The binding infor-
mation of software and hardware are translated into groups
and allocation constraints in SynDEx, i.e., all the software
components allocated on the same processing unit are put
into the same group, and then a constraint is specified in Syn-
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DEx so that this group is allocated on the same processing
unit. As the translation is simple and direct, no more detail is
given here.

3.4 A toolchain AADL-Polychrony-SynDEx

Fig. 3 The AADL-Polychrony-SynDEx tool chain

A toolchain (Figure 3) for modeling, scheduling, tim-
ing analysis, and verification of AADL models in the poly-
chronous MoC has been developed in Eclipse Modeling
Framework (EMF). The AADL model with timing prop-
erties, which conforms to the AADL metamodel, is cap-
tured in the OSATE toolkit [23]. A model transformation
ASME2SSME allows one to perform analysis on ASME
models (AADL Syntax Model under Eclipse) and generate
corresponding Signal SSME models (Signal Syntax Model
under Eclipse). The Signal code is then generated.

3.5 Architecture exploration with SynDEx

SynDEx enables the allocation of functions onto the re-
sources considering timing requirements and minimization of
resources usage. It allows users to explore manually and/or
automatically the design space solutions using optimization
heuristics. Exploration is mainly carried out through tim-
ing analyses and simulations. The results of these predict the
real-time behaviour of the application functions executed on
the various resources, i.e., processors, integrated circuits and
communication media. This approach conforms to the typi-
cal hardware/software codesign and architecture exploration
process [24, 25]. Finally, for the software part of the appli-
cation, code is automatically generated as a dedicated real-
time executive, or as a configuration file for a resident real-
time operating system such as Osek [26] or RTlinux. This
approach will improve the design safety provided by formal
models, and decrease the development cycle thanks to timing
simulation and automatic code generation.

3.6 A case study

SDSCS is a generic simplified version of the system that
manages passenger doors on Airbus series aircraft. As a
safety-critical system, in addition to the fulfillment of safety
objectives, high-level modeling and component-based devel-
opment are also expected for fast and efficient design.

Fig. 4 A simple example of the SDSCS architecture.

In this example, each passenger door has a software han-
dler, which achieves the following tasks: 1) monitor door
status via door sensors; 2) control flight lock actuators; 3)
manage the residual pressure of the cabin; 4) inhibit cabin
pressurization if any external door is not closed, latched and
locked. The four tasks are implemented with simple logic that
determines the status of monitors, actuators, etc., according
to the sensor readings. In addition to sensors and actuators,
SDSCS is equipped with other hardware components, e.g.,
CPIOMs (Core Processing Input/Output Modules) and RDCs
(Remote Data Concentrators) are connected via the AFDX
(Aircraft Full DupleX) network (Figure 4). Sensors and ac-
tuators are also connected to RDCs and communicate with
other systems via AFDX.

Fig. 5 A graph of SynDEx algorithm: obtained from SDSCS case study

An overview of SDSCS modeled in AADL is shown in
Figure 1. The whole system is presented as an AADL system.
The two doors, modeled as subsystems, are controlled by two
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processes doors_process1 and doors_process2. Each process
contains three threads to perform the management of doors.
All the threads and devices are periodic and share he same pe-
riod. The process doors_process1 (resp. doors_process2) is
executed on a processor CPIOM1 (resp. CPIOM2). The bus
AFDX connects the processors, CPIOM1 and CPIOM2, and
devices that model the sensors and actuators, such as DPS,
OCU, etc.

The case study was successfully transformed with the tool
chain described in Figure 3. From an .aadl file (AADL tex-
tual file), we first get .aaxl (AADL model file) with OS-
ATE. Aided by high-level and low-level APIs, ASME2SSME
is able to read the AADL models. While performing the
model transformation towards the SSME model, a thread-
level scheduler is also integrated. The SSME model is trans-
formed into Signal code, from which static analysis can be
performed. The Signal code can be transformed into .sdx
file (SynDEx code), as well as other format for model check-
ing and simulation. From the SynDEx tool, the .sdx file
is red, and the adequation can be carried out. Figure 5 il-
lustrates the SynDEx algorithm graph describing a partial
order on the execution of the functions. This algorithm is
translated from the AADL functional part of SDSCS. Fig-
ure 6 shows the SynDEx architecture graph, which is trans-
lated from the AADL architectural part of SDSCS. The two
processing units (CPIOM1 and CPIOM2), two concentrators
(RDC1 and RDC2), and the communication media (AFDX1)
can be easily found in the figure.

Fig. 6 A graph of SynDEx architecture: obtained from SDSCS case study

Figure 7 illustrates partial adequation results in SynDEx:
algorithm (Figure 5) is mapped onto the architecture (Fig-
ure 6). There are five columns in the figure, which represent
the five architectural components. The horizontal lines in the
columns represent the computation or communication allo-
cated on the corresponding architectural components. In this
case study, the algorithm has more than 150 nodes and the
architecture has 5 nodes in SynDEx. The adequation takes
about 15 minutes 35 seconds in average. With this tool chain,

it is easy to change the configuration of the execution plat-
form and binding. For example, the number of the processing
units can be changed, the type of processing units and com-
munication media can be easily changed. The influence of
these changes is finally illustrative in SynDEx. In addition,
generation of dedicated distributed real-time executives with
optional real-time performance measurement is also possi-
ble for different processors and communication media [11].
The names of AADL components are always kept in all the
transformations in order to enable traceability. Hence, our
approach provides a fast yet efficient architecture exploration
for the design of distributed real-time and embedded systems.

Fig. 7 A graph of SynDEx adequation result: algorithm is mapped onto the
architecture

4 Related work

Many contributions on schedulability analysis and schedul-
ing tools exist for AADL specifications, such as [2], [27],
and [28]. We have chosen SynDEx. The main reason is that
SynDEx and Signal have similar synchronous semantics; this
proximity reduces the difficulties in the translation. In addi-
tion, the scheduler generated by SynDEx can be integrated, in
a manual manner currently, into the original Signal programs
for formal verification purpose.

AADL has been connected to many formal models for
analysis and validation. The AADL2Sync project [12] and
the Compass Approach [3] provide complete tool chains
from modeling to validation, but they are generally based
on the synchronous semantics, which is not approximate to
AADL timing semantics. AADL2BIP [5] allows simulation
of AADL models, as well as application of particular verifica-
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tion techniques, i.e., state exploration and component-based
deadlock detection. The AADL2Fiacre project [29] mainly
concentrates on model transformation and code generation,
in other words, formal analysis and verification are performed
externally with other tools and models. The previous projects
do not address code distribution and real-time scheduling in a
general sense. The Ocarina project [7] considers code gener-
ation for distributed real-time and embedded systems, but us-
ing formal models and semantics is not reported in the work.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we present our proposed approach to address ar-
chitecture exploration based on AADL, Polychrony, and Syn-
DEx: Software architecture is specified in AADL at a high
level of abstraction; Polychrony provides the polychronous
model of computation, formal analysis, clock synthesis, and
transformations to bridge between AADL and SynDEx; Syn-
DEx is finally used for the code distribution and real-time
scheduling. With a reduced design cost of embedded sys-
tems, this tool chain makes it possible to perform architecture
exploration at the earliest design stage. An avionic case study
is used to illustrate our approach.

In a longer term, as a perspective, the translation between
Signal and SynDEx is expected to be bidirectional, i.e., a par-
ticular distribution and scheduling determined by SynDEx
is automatically synthesized in the Signal programs for the
purpose of formal verification, performance evaluation, and
other analyses.
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